Reel annual report
1988 production guide

The following is a list of film and video productions shot in Canada in 1988. The categories are Canadian theatrical features, television features, one-hour television, and foreign theatrical features and television programs.

Although the list is as complete as we were able to make it, there are inevitable omissions and errors, for which we apologize. In some cases, the production company could not be traced, so the information presented may not always be accurate. The information given is the result of our best efforts at the time production was reported.

The publication of this list is for the purpose of providing a complete list of films and television programs produced in Canada in 1988. The list is intended as a reference tool for filmmakers and industry professionals.

The publication of this list is made possible through the support of Telefilm Canada.
CINEMA CANADA
Production

14 OCT-29 Nov
CBC/DISNEY CHANNEL/TFC $4.3 M
110 MN

Laura Laur
LUX FILMS INC
NICOLE ROBERT
BRIJITEE SALIHOL
QC
11 AUG-26 Sept
ONF/SOUCIF/CTF/SUPER
ECRANNI
BEAUHARILL
PATHÉ $1.7 M
82 MN
CTFC

The Grand Monde
Les Productions Virage Inc
MARCEL S. MARCO
MARCEL S. MARCO
QC
16 MAY-26 JUNE
SOUDRI/CITY OF MONTREAL/SPC/
MINISTERE DE LA SANTÉ ET DE
SERVICES SOCIAUX DU QUÉBEC
$250,000
75 MN

Le Remous du Corps
et de la Terre
Office National du Film
SYLVIE VAN BRIBIANT
QC
SPOC/DC 1986
50 MN

Le Royaume ou l’Asile
Les productions quatre VINS
SERGE DAGNE
JEAN DAGNE, SERGE DAGNE
QC
19 OCT & 3 Nov
ONF/SOUCIF/CTF/WSU $562,000
90 MN

Light House
ERIN FILMS LTD
JIM DAK
PAUL TUCKER
BC
14 NOV-15 Dec
BCF/CTF/MODERN CINEMA
MARKETING $2.1 M
102 MN

Malakie, "A Street Kid Who
Made It"
TELEFILMS INC
RODEN SPRY, JAYME BROWN
ROGER CARDINAL
QC
28 MAY-7 July
TFDC/SOC/ $3.5 MILL
95 MN

Matzke
D. SLAYER PRODUCTIONS
RM STEER, CAL SHUMATTER
RICHARD MARTIN
BC
18 OCT-21 Nov
TFDC/SOC/ $1.5 M
95 MN

Mid day Sun
MISSING PIECE PRODUCTIONS INC
CHRISTOPHER ZAMER
LULU KEATING
ZAFARE
26 OCT-1 Nov
TFDC/PSK/APCORE
SHANNON/IMAGES LTD
90 MN

Millenium
The First Millenium Productions LTD
DOUG LEITZERMAN, ROBERT VINCE
MICHAEL ANDERSON
QC
12 APRIL-02 JUNE
$15 M
102 MN

A Month of Sundays
FIREWIRE PRODUCTIONS PATRICK WHITNEY
PRODUCTIONS PATRICK WHITNEY
ALLAN KROCKNER
ON
14 Nov-13 Dec
HBO
69 MN

Night of the Gargoyle
PAK FILMS INC
MICHEL ARSÉNault, JEAN MARC
FÉLIX
MICHEL ARSÉNault
QC
14 NOV-DEC
$1.7 M
90 MN

Off Off Off au Sur le Toit
DE PABLO NERUDA
AMERICAN FILM INC
JAN-MART
MICHAE L ARNOLD
JORDI FAMRRO
QC
APRIL-7 May
85 MN

Office Party
OVERLOAD PRODUCTIONS LTD
(2C ENTERAINMENT CORP)
GEORGE FLAX
JON WILSON
ON
19 DEC-3 FEB
$1.6 M
90 MN

PICTURES AT THE BEACH
FOUNTAINHEAD PICTURES INC
AMERICAN SHUSTER, ARTHUR
HERNAN
AMERICAN SHUSTER
QC
15 AUG-4 SEPT $200,000
90 MN

Primo baby
VICTORY FIlM PRODUCTION INC
NIVES LEVER, ERIC JAMES
EVA LESHMAN
AM
24 OCT-27 NOV
AMPCO/SC/ $2.1 M
110 MN

Proteus
COMWAY FILM PRODUCTIONS
STEVEN RUMSEWILL
STEVEN RUMSEWILL
ON
7 JUNE-31 JULY
ON

Quarantine
APPLE PIE PICTURES INC
DAVID WILSON
DAVID WILSON
BC
2 AUG-4 SEPT
TFDC/SOC/ATLANTIC RELEASES/
BEACON CANADA PICTURES
$600,000
90 MN

Revenge of the Radioactive Reporter
FIREWIRE PRODUCTIONS
RAOUL PRYCE
RAOUL PRYCE
ON
18 MAY-06 JUNE
$1 M
80 MN

Sacred Land
PAK FILMS INC
MICHEL ARSÉNault
MICHEL ARSÉNault
QC
3-29 OCT
$1.7 M
102 MN

Seeing Double
LOIS SIEGEL
LOIS SIEGEL
QC
16 JUNE CONTINUING THROUGH
189

Shades of Love II
BLACKM OON PRODUCTIONS
STEVEN HARDING
STUART CLARKE, MARK VZOR
JEAN KAUHAN, MOFT VANCE,
GEORGE MELKMAN, SUSAN MARTIN
QC
AUG 30-9 NOV
FCCL A HOUSE ROMANCE/FIRST
CHOICE/AERIAL FILM
ENTERPRISES
$8 M FOR SERIES
8 X 60 MIN FEATURE FILMS

Shadow Dancing
SOURCE PRODUCTIONS
KAYE BACH
LESLEY FUREY
ON
13 DEC-27 FEB
$1.2 M
90 MN

Sous Les Drapes Étoilés
LES FILMS VISION OFFICE
NATIONAL
FRENCH
SUZANNE MAHALIA,
DORIS GROUSE
JEAN-PIERRE GAERPE
QC
19 SEP-2 NOV
TFDC/SOC/ $1.5 M
90 MN

SPEAKING PARTS
Speaking Parts Ltd. (EDO FILM
ARTS)
ATOM EISEN
ATOM EISEN
ON
14 NOV-17 DEC
TFDC/OAC/ACADEMY PICTURES
($150)CINEMA (4) $500,000
95 MN

Speed Zone
CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL
STUDIOS/ENTERTAINMENT
MURRAY SHOSTAK, VIVIANNE
LEBRON
JIM DANCE
QC
19 OCT-20 NOV
90 MN

Summer of the Colt
LES PRODUCTIONS LA PETITE
CINEMATOGRAPHE
ROBERT DEKER, LITA STANTON
ANDRE MÉLANCION
ARGENTINA
23 OCT-8 NOV
TFDC/OAC/BEMER-CHOUTAC/ VCT
$1.5 M
85 MN

The Lady Killer
HEARTSHARP/ARRIVAL
PRODUCTIONS STEVEN H. STERN
STEVEN H. STERN
ON
1 JAN-24

SUPERCONDUCTOR
VISUAL PRODUCTIONS
PETER MEYERBORN
ANDRE MACKINNON
BC
AUG-SEP T
90 MN

The Gate II
ALLIANCE ENTERTAINMENT
CORPORATION ANDREAS HAMON
THOMAS TAKACS
ON
2 DEC
$8.5 M

The Last of the Harem
THE 24 STORE
SASKATCHEWAN FILM
CO-OP/TWO DIMENSIONAL
MOVING IMAGES CORP
BRIAN STOOGON
BRIAN STOOGON
ON
29 AUG-8 SEP
SPORADO
$25,000
85 MN

The Undergraduates
(m.f.)
T H U G PRODUCTIONS
GEORGE DRAGNOV
GEORGE DRAGNOV
ON
82 MN

Thank You Satan
LES FILMS VISION OFFICE
NATIONAL FRENCH
JEAN ZALOM, ANDRE FARAWI
ANDRE FARAWI
ON
23 OCT-4 Nov
95 MN

The Vacant Lot
VACANT PRODUCTIONS LTD
TERRY GEBE<br>WILLIAM D. MACGILLIVRAY
NS
25 OCT-7 DEC
TFDC/SOC FIRST CHOICE $1.1 M
90 MN

Thunderground
ROSE & RUBY PRODUCTIONS INC
DAVID MITCHELL, DAMIAN LEE
DAVID MITCHELL
ON
28 AUG-1 OCT
91.2 M
96 MN

Tiger Emperor
NATIONAL FILM BOARD
DANIEL EICHMANN, SUSAN MARTIN
CHINA
1 OCT-15 Feb
CRAYLE FILMS/SHAN GAN
STUDIO (CHINA) MUSEUM OF
CIVILIZATION (OTTAWA)
87 MN

To Die For
CINEMA VENTURES INC
MARTIN KRAH.Z
JERRY CICCIRIOTTI
ON
APRIL MAY

Une Portion d'Éternité
LES PRODUCTIONS DU REGARD
INC
MARIE-ANNE VINET,
JEAN-ROCH MARCOTTE
ROBERT PAYFAU
QC
4 OCT-18 NOV
TFDC/OAC/FIGURER ECRAN
$2,240,000
95 MN

Vent de Galerne
CINEMA VENTURES INC
CLAUDINE DECOURT
FRANCINE FOREST
ON
82 MN

Wish List
Wish List Productions Inc
LUCY KIRKWOOD
KEVIN GORDON
ON
14 DEC-18 JUNE
110 MN

Welcome to (w.)
NATIONAL FILM BOARD
SAVIRO (SAM) ORANA
JOHN H. SMITH
NEWFOUNDLAND
FEB
500,000
54 MN

Whispers (w.)
FIRELIGHT PRODUCTIONS LTD
ROBERT BERGMAN, GERARD
CICCIRIOTTI
BERGMAN ROY
ON
16 AUG-18 Sept
UNDER $1 M
95 MN


CANADIAN TELEVISION SERIES

21 JUMP STREET
CINEMA FILMS OF CANADA
JOAN CARSON, STEVE BEERS
NIEL THERIAULT, CORIN
VARIOUS
BC
21 SEPT-17 MAY
22 X 1 HR

ACROSS THE ACRE
SHELL; SHARON L. GOWAN
ANNE ODOUHOU
BO
21 SEPT-17 MAY
22 X 1 HR

Kimberly
BLUE HERON MEDIA LTD/BCFCO/
NFB/PACIFIC REGIONAL
CENTRE/CTFC
21 X 1 HR (PART OF "THE WAY WE ARE" SERIES)
VIAU
BRUNO CARRIERE, FRANCOIS LABONTE, RAYMOND W. J. T.
CHRISTIAN ALBA, MARCIAUMURDAR, JEAN-CLAUDE CHARPI
CANADA, EUROPE
TFD/SOGICRO (FRANCE)/SERC
13 X 15 MIN.

TRENCH BATTLE
NOREEN YOUNG PRODUCTIONS
SHERA PETZDOR
ON CBC/TFC
PRE-SCHOOL SERIES
UNSURE
CANNELL FILMS OF CANADA
JOHN KODAS
VARIOUS
SHOOT BEGAN 7 DEC 88
8 X 1 HR

WHAT'S NEW
CBC
CUTIE REYES
VARIOUS UNKOWN
ON & REGIONS
ONGOING
33 X 27 MIN

TROUBLE IN PARIS
EDWARD BERNSTEIN PRODUCTIONS LTD
KENNEDY IRVINE, JR.
UNITED KINGDOM
ENTERTAINMENT/TVTC
$30,000 PER EPISODE
6 X 24 MIN

THE RACCOONS-SERIES SERIES III
EVERGREEN RACCOONS TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS INC.
KEVIN GILLIS
KEVIN GILLIS
ON
30 JUNE-15 AUG 88
TFC: $719,890
ANIMATED SERIES: 13 X 30 MIN

THE TOMMY HUNTER SHOW
CBC
JOAN TOSONI
JOAN TOSONI
ON
15 JULY-8 DEC 88
18 X 30 MIN

TIME OF YOUR LIFE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE PRODUCTIONS
PERRY JACOBS
AYVON NADAR
QC
52 MIN
8 X 44 MIN

TWILIGHT ZONE
ATLANTIS FILMS LIMITED
SEATON MOELEN
DOUG JACKSON, STEVE DAMARCO, PAUL LYNCH, RICHARD SUGAERIA, RICHARD PURDY, BRIAN BOTTA, MARTIN LAVOUR, RANDI BRIDGEND, BRAD TURNER, OTTO HAMM, STEFAN LINNAQUIST, ATOM EGONYAN,
ALAN ROYDOR, NICK TILL
ON
9 APRIL-18 DEC 88
LONDON PANTHEON BROADCAST INTERNATIONAL/AMAGHAL
30 X 12 MIN

TRAQUEURS
PRODUCTIONS VILLE MONDE INC.
DANIEL BURTOLONE, CATHERINE

JACQUES GODIN AND JEAN-LOUIS ROUX IN SALUT VICTOR
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